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'Our victories have opened up a new terrain of struggle; a front as full of possibilities for swift and
decisive advances as it is laden with the chances of reversals. We are therefore burdened with much
more complex tasks than ever before...' A NC PresidentOR Tambo.

1. Letter to COSATU members and the people of South Africa
Dear Comrades
Workers willbe presentin numbers attheA NC Conference in Mangaung,and we callon you,
COSATU members,together with alltrue patriots,to play your historic role of leading the National
DemocraticRevolution,by ensuring thatour people’smovement isrestored to itsroots;that
problematic practices are arrested;and thatour movement attains itstrue potentialof being a powerful
instrument in transforming the lives of our people.This has to be the Conference which generations to
come willsee as a turning pointin our country’slong and proud history of struggle.
We have taken the extraordinary step of producing thisbookletforthe Conference,to setout in our
own words how we see the currentsituation,and what C OSATU isproposing as a way forward in this
very difficultmo ment.This willallow allour members,many of whom are delegates to the
Conference,to read forthemselves what we are saying,ratherthan relying on media reportsforan
understanding of what one of theA NC’s strategic partners isputting forward.
This bookletisnot only aimed atworker delegates to the Conference,but atallthose alarmed atthe
currentstate of our movement,who want to see the necessary action atMangaung to create the
conditions fora radicalturnaround,in the movement and our country.
We hope thatyou find thisbooklethelpfuland constructive,in itsanalysisand itsproposals,and will
share itwith fellow members and delegates.We in turn welcome feedback and suggestions as to how
we can more effectively pursue the goals we allshare.Justas the peoples of LatinA merica are
showing us today,a united people working and struggling together isan unstoppable force for
transformation,and willovercome powerfulelitesopposed to change.Itistime forus to seize that
potentialand take controlof our own destiny.
We wish allA NC members and delegates the insight,determination,and revolutionary maturity,to
execute thisresponsibility in a way which willnot disappointthe expectations of our people.W hile
the challenges are massive,we are confidentthatyou willrise to the occasion.The eyes of workers
and the country are on you.
We extend to you the greetings and bestwishes of more than 2 million members under the umbrella of
our Federation,fora revolutionary and watershed Conference.We dare not fail!

Sidumo Dlamini:COSATU President

Zwelinzima Vavi:C OSATU GeneralSecretary
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2. The strategic challenge at Mangaung
"This second phase of the transition should be characterised by more radical policies and decisive
action to effect thorough-going socio-economic and continued democratic transformation, as well as
the renewal of the ANC, the Alliance and the broad democratic forces".S&T Resolution of the 2012
A NC Policy Conference
2.1 Our threeAlliance formations have had key conferences thisyear (theA NC Policy Conference in
June,the SACP Congress in July,and the C OSATU Congress in September),which agree in critical
respectson the challenges facing us.
2.2 We allagree thatthe NationalConference atMangaung cannot be ‘business as usual’.Our broad
movement and the country isdemanding a clearmessage of change,but particularly in three core
areas:far-reaching structuralchange in the economy which willfundamentally transform people’s
lives;decisive change in the state to systematically build leadership and capacity to drive
development and directthe economy; and radicalchange and renewal in our broad movement to
reasserta culture of service to our people,accountability etc.
2.3 The country isfacing a multiple crisis.The A NC Policy Conference in June 2012 focused on some
elements of thiscrisis,in particularpoverty,inequality and unemployment,and the movement’s
emerging organisationalcrisis.Itcalled forthe launching of a second phase of our transition,which
should concentrate in particularon a radicalshiftin economic policies.This echoes,in important
respects,the view of variousAlliance and M D M formations,thatthe policy trajectory of the last18
years has failed to address key challenges of the N DR, and thata qualitative shiftisrequired in the
economy ifwe are to avoid the totalderailing of the N DR.
2.4 The assertion by theA NC thatwe cannot continue with business as usualin the lightof these
multiple challenges iswelcome.The movement needs to ensure thatthe language of a radicalshiftis
matched by radical content.We need to see nothing less than systematic progress to implement the
demands of the Freedom Charter.Critically,the movement needs to build capacity to implement and
dealwith the crisisof non-implementation and the culture of mediocrity.The Mangaung Conference
has to be about how we give contentto thissecond phase,and how we create what COSATU has
called our own 'Lula moment' (referring to the Brazilian experience- see below),to assistour country
in forging a new direction.
2.5 Shiftsin the internationalbalance of forces,and the alignment of states around differentpolicy
trajectories,can greatly enhance the ability of peoples and states to forge a progressive policy agenda.
Therefore the emergence of the internationaleconomic crisis,and the collapse of neo-liberalism as the
dominant policy agenda,certainly creates greaterpossibilitiesforthe assertion of progressive
alternatives.This challenges delegates to the Conference to think more boldly and creatively than ever
before.
2.6 The key focus of the Conference needs to be on clearly spelling out the shiftsrequired to give
effectto the second,radical,phase of our transition,particularly on the economy.We need to move
from rhetoric to coherentpolicy,from broad com mitment to concrete action.COSATU has identified
strategic areas where we believe change ismost critical-outlined in Sections 9 and 10 below.
2.7 Conference cannot devote itsmain energy to a leadership contestforthe top six;leadership
discussion needs to take place in the contextof these transformation imperatives and a holistic
discussion on leadership aimed atensuring the capacity to meet the challenges of thisperiod. The
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broad leadership collective -the NEC and the leadership atprovincialand locallevel-needs to be
both representative of the membership,and capable of driving a radicaltransformation agenda.
2.8 This pamphletbriefly analyses the period since the 2007 Polokwane Conference,and some of the
key challenges facing us.Itthen makes proposalsto move forward,in driving the second radical
phase of our transition.

3. Significance of Polokwane
3.1 The Polokwane Conference was a revoltby A NC delegates againstpractices which had deviated
from the movement’shistoric policy perspectives,democratic organisationalculture,and collective
traditions.The outgoing leadership and organisationalstyle was seen as individualisticand elitist,
abusive of government power and having imposed inappropriate policies,particularly economic
policies,which failed to take account of the views or needs of the people.
3.2 Organised workers,as ordinary members and leaders ofA NC branches,played a leading role in
the Polokwane revolt.Delegates articulated views which had long been advanced by many in the
organisation,although these views had previously been suppressed,ridiculed and vilified.
3.3 At a political level,Polokwane was a basic battleagainst:
•

The closing of politicalspace and shifting of power from theA NC to government leaders and
bureaucrats,and marginalisation of theA NC in policy formulation.

•

Sidelining of theAlliance,and suppression of the views of COSATU and the SACP.

•

Disregarding the people,reducing them to voting cattle,and ‘wheeling them out forthe
celebration of historic dates’(Fanon)

•

Abuse of state institutions to advance factionalinterests,and illegally pursue opponents of the
power elite.

•

Corruption and nepotism, abusing positions of power to accumulate wealth,and distribution
of patronage,especially through government tenders,and blurring the lines between political
leadership and business interests.

•

Use of state power to appointpeople withoutcapacity to lead transformation;tolerance of
mediocrity and sidelining of talented individualsforfactionalreasons.

•

Culture of using media (including SABC) to selectively leak information to sideline and
publicly try opponents.

3.4 At the socio economic level,Polokwane delegates sought to reverse the impactof:
•

Neoliberaleconomic policies promoted by GE AR, and an elitepactwith big capital,which
deliberately excluded labour and mass movements.

•

Narrow BEE politics,which affirmed the elite,but leftthe masses as disempowered as before.

•

Undermining of the state’srole in the economy, and pursuance of the mantra of a slim state
resulting in cutback in services and personnel.

•

Slow progress in addressing poverty.

•

Deepening inequality and growing unemployment.

•

Casualisation,contracting out,labour broking,and the worsening quality of employment.
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•

Redistribution to the rich.We said the firstdecade of freedom was a decade which primarily
benefited capitalin economic terms.

•

AIDS denialism: 350 000 people had died whilstthe then head of state and Ministerof Health
adopted a denialistapproach,againstthe policies of theA NC on HIV and AIDS.

The key focus of Polokwane delegates was thateconomic policies must be centred on the creation
of decent work,the eradication of poverty,and radicalreduction of unemployment and inequality.
3.5 On International policy there was unhappiness that:
•

South Africa had not been taking a sufficiently principled stand on various issues,of both
human rights,and economic justice.

•

Our role in the region and Africa was problematic,and we were attempting to export
government’sneoliberalpolicies,without advancing a coherentdevelopmentalagenda.

•

We were seen as too closely aligned to the imperialistpowers,c.f.Bush’s statement-‘Mbeki
isour pointman inAfrica’.

3.6 The Polokwane Resolutions sought to address a number of these issues,and the new leadership
was given a mandate forchange,under the banner of “iANC ibuyile” (ANC has returned to its
members).Following Polokwane,the Elections Manifesto took up a number of key proposals,and
prioritised 5 areas for focus by government:
•

The creation of decentwork as the basisforalleconomic policy

•

Ruraldevelopment,agrarian reform, and food security

•

Universal,quality,affordable education

•

Health care forallthrough a NationalHealth Insurance

•

Combating of corruption and crime

The Mangaung Conference must take stock of progress on these key priorities
3.7 We need to recognise that the run-up to Polokwane, and the period beyond, also saw some
negative features, which were both a function of the destructive politics which went before it,
and were to lay the basis for some new problems in the movement.These included:

•

the growth of indiscipline,a culture of disrespect,and the entrenchment of slate politics;

•

The phenomenon of the 'walking wounded',which united those who had in some way fallen
foulof the previous leadership.This resulted in a coalition not bound by shared principles.

•

The lack of a coherentprogramme to renew the movement,and address the destructive legacy
of previous years.This meant thatsome of the problematic practices which the Polokwane
revoltwas aiming to overcome continued to characterise the movement.

3.8 Further,contestation in the state,movement and society intensified afterthe 2007 Conference.
Elements of the pre-Polokwane order continued trying to advance theiragenda in the state,theA NC,
and the broader movement,together with theirallies amongstmonopoly capital;and atthe same time,
the new predatory elite,together with theiralliesin the state and the movement,attempted to take
control.Both these powerful,and overlapping groupings,contested progressive forces in theA N C,
COSATU, Alliance and government genuinely trying to advance the Polokwane mandate.
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3.9 Failure to break the resulting politicalparalysishas blocked the significantbreak with past
policies and practices,which the Polokwane delegates had foreseen.Nevertheless some advances
have been made in advancing the Polokwane mandate.In Section 9 below we make proposalson how
we can make a qualitative leap forward,and overcome these blocks to progress.

4. Confronting organisational challenges and the poisoned environment
“…The issues of the developmental state or the defence of the revolution are no longer prominent...
This erodes the principle of unity, respect, collective leadership & adhering to policies that advance
the revolution & its defence. When interests are at stake, the issue of leadership becomes a matter of
“do or die”. The issue is not how the organisation will or should be led, but how the interests of
certain people must be protected… the money issue has become a big sickness in the organization. It
is used to promote self-interest & that impacts on how the organisation is run. This affects not only
the ANC but also the Alliance as a whole. This is a challenge that faces many liberation movements in
the second decade of liberation…
“In some cases the organisations change and become something unrecognisable. We need to uproot
this sickness so that our organisations… can become instruments of the revolution rather than
instruments of certain classes and certain people. … If we do that we will restore respect,
comradeship & dignity in the ANC and the Alliance. We will stop the situation where what should
have been the healthy and constructive contradictions within the broader movement become
antagonistic and turns comrades into enemies of one another. We will stop clique-ism and gossip and
adhere to the revolutionary way of doing things. We will restore the character of the ANC. These
tendencies must be fought by all who still call themselves revolutionaries." Comrade Jacob Zuma,
address to the COSATU Central Committee, June 2011
4.1 As the Presidentclearly outlines above,attempts by the new tendency -the predatory elite-and
other corruptelements,to seize controlof the movement and the state,as levers forpersonal
accumulation have thrown the people’sprojectinto a crisis,given thatthe democraticstate and the
movement are the key vehicles we have to improve people’slives,and transform society. These
elements are associated with the most backward,reactionary and opportunisticpolitics,and willseize
on any opportunity to advance theirselfish accumulation agenda.They follow in the worsttraditions
of those who have betrayed the people throughout history.
4.2 This includes using naked racism or tribalism, or even radicalsounding politicalrhetoric,
whatever serves theircause bestata particularmo ment in time.These elements associate theiragenda
with a particularpoliticalslate,only to give themselves the veneer of respectability.They lack any
conscience about the factthatthey are betraying theirmovement and theircom munities;or thatthey
are responsible fordenying services,socialgrants,medicines,school books,etc to our people.This
makes them in many ways a farmore difficultand dangerous enemy than the people’shistorical
adversaries in the state and capital.They are poisoning the politicalenvironment.
4.3 As a result,politics of principle are being replaced by a politics based on narrow ambition and
accumulation.There isa poisoned atmosphere of divisions and fast-forming cliques and cabals,
pigeonholing of unsuspecting individuals,innuendos,gossip,backstabbing,character-assassination,
politicaland even physicalassassinations.Seeds of mistrustare now blossoming amongstcomrades.
4.4 This isthe mo ment of slate politics and the winner-takes-allphilosophy,of sidelining talented
individualsin favour of the weakest,justbecause they are on the ‘correctslate’and ‘progressive
camp’.
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4.5 The discussion document on organisational renewal prepared forthe 2012 A NC Policy
Conference recognises the seriousness of these challenges.A mong others,itstresses the need to
reaffirm the movement characterof theA NC, and a return of theA NC to the ‘mass line’.A mongstits
proposalsisthe urgentneed to revive the activism ofA NC branches and reorientthem towards a
politicsbased on development and the urge to serve the people,as opposed to the parasiticpolitics
informed by factionalism and in-fighting.Itrecognises the paralysing effectsthatfactionalism,
corruption and disunity pose to the movement.
4.6 This isnot the firsttime the structures of the movement have recognised these challenges.The 50th
Conference of theA NC in Mafikeng 1997 discussed these challenges atlength,noting “how
leadership of theA NC isincreasingly perceived as a stepping stone to powerfulpositions in the state
(local,provincialand national)or in business.”1 The same conference also noted the extentto which
there isa socialriftbetween A NC cadres occupying key positions of power (councillors,mayors,
premiers,M E Cs, ministersetc)from the mass ofA NC me mbers and broader society.The 1997
Strategy and Tactics was honestabout the dangers of a socialdistance between A NC leaders and the
motive forces of the revolution and lamented thata tendency in which cadres of the movement
become “progressively lethargic to the conditions of the poor” was taking root.2
4.7 This year’sA NC Policy Conference attempted to grapple with thisemerging crisisconfronting the
movement.The Organisational Renewal Resolution,in the partdealing with safeguarding the
A NC’s core values agreed that:
•

The gradualerosion of the core values of theA NC “threatens itscontinuing existence
in the second centenary”,and thatsafeguarding and promoting the core values of theA NC
constitute one of the “key tasks of new phase of the N DR”.
•

More urgentsteps should be taken to protectthe image of the organisation by
ensuring,among others,that“urgentaction istaken to dealwith public officials,leaders and
members of theA NC who face damaging allegations of improper conduct”.Measures should
be put in place to “preventabuse of power or office forprivate gain or factionalinterests.
The A NC can no longer allow prolonged processes thatdamage itsintegrity.”
•

The delegates emphatically condemned “factionalism as wellas the practice of slates”
during conferences.In addition,delegates called fortheA NC to tackle the underlying roots
of these problematic practices which undermine the unity and cohesion of the movement.A
clarion callwas made on the organisation to “collectively develop new measures to stop
these negative practices and not justcondemn them while practically allow them to take
root.”
4.8 We agree with thisapproach.But in addition to the measures agreed atthe Policy Conference,we
want you to consider the following proposals:
4.9 On addressing the conflict of interests

•

Public representatives cannot be public servants and business people atthe same time.The
same applies to leaders of the unions and SACP. We propose thatallpublic representatives
should choose whether they want to be people’srepresentatives who must live within the
means of the salaries theirposition provide,or business people.

•

W here a person iselected whilsts/he isalready involved in business,a mechanism should be
found where his/herbusiness interestsshallbe placed in a trustthatcannot be active whilst
he/she isstillserving in politicaloffice.

1 Organisational Report of the 50th National Conference of the ANC, Mafikeng 1997.

2 Strategy and Tactics 1997, www.anc.org.za
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•

In addition to this,a rule must be introduced thatwhen a public representative’sfamily is
involved in business,a conflictof interestmust be avoided atallcosts,through a rule thatno
family member of any public representative may do business with the state.

4.10 Build capacity of the state and stop outsourcing and tenderisation of the state

•

Endemic outsourcing creates a climate in which tender fraud flourishes,as more contractsare
dangled in frontof private companies forwork,which could be done by workers employed
directly.

•

Therefore an importantstep to combat corruption isto reverse the policy of outsourcing
public work.Putting work out to tender,which public service workers could do internally,
threatens jobs in the public sectorand leads to a worsening of working conditions.The
Department of PublicWorks must be strengthened to implement thispolicy.

•

W hile tenders are being phased out we need to implement the manifesto com mitment on
ensuring no tampering with tenders,that“we willstep up measures to ensure politicians do
not tamper with the adjudication of tenders;the process of the tendering system istransparent;
as wellas ensuring much stronger accountability of public servants involved in the tendering
process.” Concrete policy and legislation isurgently needed on this.

4.11 Implement Polokwane resolution on framework for post-tenure rules

•

The A NC conference in 2007 and the manifesto for2009 said we “mustdevelop a framework
on post-tenure rules,including a cooling-offperiod during which public representatives and
senior officialswillbe prevented from accepting appointment to a board,employment or any
other substantialbenefitfrom a private sector organisation thathas benefitted from a contract,
tender or partnership agreement with the public service/state in a process thatthe officialhas
participated in.” Comprehensive policy and legislation must be introduced to give effectto
thiscommitment.

•

The Department of Public Service has developed guidelines fora cooling-offperiod of one
year aftera public servantleaves the public service before they can have an interestin
businesses which they formerly dealtwith.We believe itshould be five years.Even thisweak
one-year period isnot being enforced,so the guidelines should be replaced by legislation.

4.12 Redraft the ministerial handbook so that it is underpinned by our ethos of service
The former Ministerof Public Service was instructed to review the ministerialhandbook so thatitis
underpinned by the ethos and the culture of selflessness.This process isyetto bear results.The
Conference should directgovernment to complete thisprocess as a matterof urgency.
4.13 A new revolutionary morality to guide leaders facing serious allegations
A leading member of the movement facing serious allegations of criminality -corruption,theft,rape
or murder -based on credible evidence,should bear in mind the interestsof the movement and the
damage thatsuch scandalscause to theA N C’s reputation in society,and be willing to resign from his/
her position of responsibility,or atleastto withdraw untilfullinvestigations are conducted into the
accusations.This isnotwithstanding the constitutionalrightto equality before the law and the
principle of innocence untilproven guilty.Guidelines should be drawn up by the movement which
indicate what the movement and itsleaders should do,once itisdetermined thatthe accusations are
not frivolous or malicious,and thatbased on available information,they have a case to answer.

5. Our political framework in this current conjuncture
5.1 The 2011 COSATU CentralCom mittee and August2011 CEC, adopted an overarching political
framework for the Federation.The resolution on the N DR stated:
“Our task in the current conjuncture is to defend the ANC 52nd National Conference progressive
resolutions and ensure that we embark on a series of campaigns to ensure their effective
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implementation. The political task of the working class in this conjuncture is to defend the leadership
collective elected in this conference against those who have from inception launched campaigns to
put this leadership on the back foot and who have undermined their authority.
“Our task is to work with government to realise the common objectives summarised in the ANC
elections manifesto of 2009, and ensure that the programme of decent work is taken forward.”
5.2 The Resolution outlined the federation’s politicalposture as follows:
“We want the government to succeed on its five priorities because we know their failure will spell
disaster for the working class. We will do so not by becoming uncritical supporters of both the ANC
and government leaders hip. We shall at all times engage strategically with the ANC to ensure that it
builds capacity and has the necessary confidence to act decisively to lead the Alliance and society. At
the same time, when the leadership allows paralysis and lack of confidence in our movement, we
shall, in a principled fashion, speak out and embark on campaigns to ensure that the revolution stays
on track. We shall at all times engage the ANC leadership on our concerns so that they may
appreciate why we have chosen to embark on such campaigns.
“Articulation of COSATU positions in opposition to the government or even other components of the
Alliance policy positions should not be seen as public spats. It also does not take away the right and
responsibility of comrades to engage robustly on any political question as they try to find answers to
the burning questions of our society. This articulation should happen in a manner that seeks to build
consensus and unity of the Alliance and should not degenerate into name calling and labelling.”

6. Scenarios, and the strategic approach of COSATU’s 2012 Congress
6.1 Given the politicalsituation which has been unfolding,the COSATU Congress considered
possible scenarios which may emerge.By a scenario we mean possible negative or positive future
outcomes which may happen ifcertain factors,which are presentto some degree in the currentreality,
are intensified,or alternatively,strategic interventions are made to charta new course.The Congress
further debated how to ensure thatthrough our politicalactions,we realise the high road scenario we
desire,and avoid the low road scenario which would spellsdisasterforour movement and the
country,ifitmaterialised.
6.2 This discussion of scenarios issimilarto the debates which have been unfolding in theA NC,
which acknowledge the seriousness of certain negative tendencies,and the devastating impactthey
willhave,ifthey continue unchecked. The emphasison the need to shiftto a second more radical
phase of the transition isprecisely an attempt to create a new, more positive scenario,which will
move the N DR into a new phase.
6.3 At the rootof thisapproach of engaging with politicalscenarios,isthe understanding thatthe
politicalchoices we make can have a profound impacton the future development of the country,
positively or negatively.Indeed,our analysisof the Brazilian experience below shows thatsuch
choices can make a radicalimpacton a country,and can completely alteritscourse of development,
within the space of 10 years or less.We consider the Brazilian experience,not in an attempt to
mechanically transplantit,but as an inspiring experience of how a shiftin politicaldirection can
profoundly change people’slives.
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6.4 The programme of action proposed by the COSATU Congress aims to realise thishigh road
through a four pronged approach,which we believe isdirectly relevantto the challenges which
delegates willconfrontatthe Mangaung Conference.The four prongs of thisapproach are not very
differentto the challenges which theA NC has identified:

•
•
•
•

Abolishing the apartheid wage structure,developing a nationalwage policy,redistributing
income, and extending socialprotection;
Radicalsocio-economic transformation,aimed atsecuring structuraleconomic change,and
addressing the triple crisisof poverty,unemployment and inequality;
Organisationalrenewal,and deepening of democracy;
A politicalprogramme to drive the second phase of our transition,through a developmental
interventioniststate,and an A NC ledAlliance constituting the strategic centre of power.

6.5 This proposed programme issetout in more detailin the Congress Declaration.An extractof this
Declaration isattached to the booklet.

7. The low road scenario
7.1 The PoliticalReportto COSATU Congress considers a series of negative tendencies in the
movement,state and society,which ifunchecked,could lead to a fully-fledged low-road scenario
unfolding. The Reportsees politicalchoices made atthisyear’sMangaung Conference as being
criticalto either plunging the movement into thisdisastrous scenario,or helping to avoid it,and
constructing a much more progressive trajectory forthe country.
7.2 The Reportpaintsthe following extreme scenario:
◦

The downward slide in the movement and the state continues.Delegates go to theA N C
Conference in Mangaung focused on the leadership contestonly,and policy questions fallby
the wayside.A grinding machine in the Provinces and Regions siftswho gets to the
Conference.You have to be partof thismachinery to controlthe conference.Nearly everyone
there has a materialstake in the results.Principle isreplaced by politicsof power and
patronage.

◦

The A NC leadership in most Provinces and regions iscompromised by the presence of
tenderpreneurs in theirranks.The A N C Conference isan expression of pure slate politics,and
good people from eitherside are excluded.Those who lose out form a camp of the
disillusioned and disgruntled.Divisions are so deep thattalk of a second phase of the
transition ismere lip service.The A N C istoo weak and divided to drive a new agenda.

◦

As a result,theA NC again loses partof the electorate in 2014.Many voters don'tparticipate
because of disillusionment.We increasingly move towards US-style politics,because of
apathy,where a minority of the population participate in elections.Politics shiftto the right;
the DA further consolidates itshold on the minoritiesand makes inroads into the majority
vote.The non-racialand nationalprojectslips away.The working class projectis
marginalised,as isthe gender project.

◦

Instead of asserting hegemony,theA NC becomes increasingly discredited in broader society,
although a core stillremains loyal.Having placed allitseggs in theA N C basket,the leftfinds
itselfmarginalised,because theA NC isseen as a discredited faction which has betrayed the
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people,and the SACP and COSATU are perceived to have been partof thatbetrayal.The
revolution has reached a dead end.People startsearching forsolutions elsewhere.
7.3 The PoliticalReportthen says “the working class must do whatever ittakes to stop thislow road
scenario from materialising.Itisnot an option forus to allow a derailed revolution,or the emergence
of a DA or other reactionary government in future.“Itthen argues forthe movement to pursue a high
road scenario,which itsuggestscan emerge from South Africa’sequivalentof Brazil’sLula
mo ment …

8. A high road scenario - the Lula moment
“Always bear in mind that the people are not fighting for ideas, for the things in anyone's head. They
are fighting to win material benefits, to live better and in peace, to see their lives go forward, to
guarantee the future of their children.” Amilcar Cabral
8.1 The A NC proposalto launch a second,more radical,phase of the transition coincides with the
second term of theA NC post-Polokwane,raising interesting parallelswith the Brazilian experience.
In Brazil,the firstterm of the Workers Party (PT),led by PresidentLula from 2002-6 was fraught
with allsortsof difficulties.In PresidentLula'ssecond term (2006-10),however,he engineered a
dramatic turnaround,which saw a series of amazing improvements of the living standards of the
working people of Brazil.These achievements continue to thisday,under the leadership of his
successor,PresidentDilma.We referto thisturnaround as the 'Lula mo ment'and pose the question as
to whether we are able to drive our own Lula Mo ment,given the challenges and possibilitieswe have
outlined under the low road scenario.
What is happening in Brazil
8.2 A revolution istaking place in people’sliving standards in Brazil,and other partsof Latin
A merica.Strides have been made in creating decentwork and reducing poverty,inequality and
unemployment over a shortperiod.At the heartof gains in the labour market,isthe consolidation of
national minimum wages and collective bargaining,with a deliberate strategy driven by progressive
governments to substantially increase the reallevelof minimum wages,and address the plightof the
working poor.The other key leg of thisstrategy to raise people’sincomes isthe introduction of social
protection measures to ensure thatallthe poor,including the unemployed,have access to a basic
income.These redistributive policies have been effectively combined with state-driven industrialand
investment strategies.
How have these achievements been driven politically in Brazil3?
8.3 In his firstterm of government (2002-2006),PresidentLula was tainted both by the adoption of
neoliberaleconomic policies and a serious problem of corruption in the Workers Party (PT),and
government.An interview in November 2010 with Brazilian academic ProfessorAlfredo Saad-Fihlo
outlines the difference between his firstand second terms:"During Lula’sfirstadministration,
conservative fiscaland monetary policies prevented any significantimprovement of the country’s
socialindicators,and wages and employment stagnated.To cap itall,in the run-up to the 2006
3 The 2011COSATU CentralCom mittee discussion paper on the internationalsituation reflectsin more detailon the
progressive LatinA merican experience.
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elections the administration was battered by a relentless succession of corruption scandalsbacked up
by media and politicalhysteria which suggested thatLula might be impeached or,atthe very least,
defeated in his bid forre-election."4
8.4 According to Professor Saad-Fihlo -a leftcriticof Lula’sgovernment -Lula,together with his
allies in the PT, state,and the broader movement,acted decisively to turn thisaround,in his second
term, moving to address these problems in policy and leadership,both in government and the party.
Policies were implemented which radically increased the income of workers and the poor.
Government and Party leadership was changed and importantpolicy shiftswere engineered,regaining
the supportof worker and peasantorganisations,which led to a huge increase in supportfrom the
masses. By the end of Lula'ssecond term (2010),surveys put his supportat80%. This turnaround is
what we term the ‘Lula Moment’.
8.5 Professor Saad-Fihlo,who acknowledges the progressive impactof thisturnaround,describes how
thiswas done:“He recomposed his top team, decimated by the scandals.Heterodox5 economistsand
nationalistdiplomats aligned with the PT were appointed to head the Ministry of Finance,the
Secretariatof StrategicAffairs,and the NationalBank forEconomic and SocialDevelopment
(BNDES),the largestdevelopment bank in the world … they have been able to implement activistand
distributive fiscaland financialpolicies,and to moderate the CentralBank’s orthodoxy...The
administration pushed up the minimum wage gradually and consistently,and embarked on a
reasonably ambitious ‘programme of growth acceleration’focusing on investments in infrastructure,
transportand energy.In the higher education sector,14 new federaluniversitieswere created,staffed
by thousands of new academics,to caterfor210,000 new students.
8.6 “The government’ssocialprogrammes were also expanded,especially the ‘bolsa faml
í ia’(an
income supportprogramme forpoor households).The buoyant economy created 14 million new
formal sector jobs...the socialbenefitspaid in the poorestregions supported localproduction,rather
than fuelling purchases of imported durable goods.The strengthening of the domestic market,the
expansion of production and carefulbanking regulation helped to shelterthe Brazilian economy from
the ravages of the globalcrisis:G DP ispoised to grow by 7.5% in 2010.The minimum wage rose by
67% between 2003 and 2010 … the Gini coefficientfellfrom 0.57 in 1995 to 0.52 in 2008,and
salaries rose from 58% of G DP in 2004 to 62% in 2009 … Lula’sgovernment has also played an
importantrole in the politicalstabilisation of LatinA merica and,in particular,supporting the leftwing administrations … None of these outcomes isrevolutionary,but they are realenough.For these
reasons … Lula’s popularity among the poor,and in the poorestregions,isoverwhelming.”
8.7 Since thisinterview was published,the figure forformal jobs created since 2003 was 17 million
by 2012,unemployment was reduced from 13% in 2003 to 5% in 2011,and realincreases in the
minimum wage grew substantially.In addition,extreme poverty had been reduced from 30% of the
Brazilian population to 10%, between 1993 and 2008.
8.8 These major advances in Brazildon'tmean thatithas solved itsfundamentalproblems.Itremains
a capitalistsociety,with high levelsof inequality,poverty,violence and landlessness.Even though it
4 http://www.lab.org.uk/index.php/news/57-focus/688-brazil-

5 Economistswho draw from various schools of thought,not justtraditionalconservative economics.
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has begun to make huge strides in reducing some of the most negative features of Brazilian society,
the Brazilian government continues to face criticism from the leftamong others for:



Environmentally destructive policies,and displacing of com munities,particularly through
large agro industry,energy exploitation and infrastructuraldevelopments;



The absence of an agrarian reform programme, and a high concentration of land ownership;



W hile fiscalpolicies have become more progressive,CentralBank monetary policies,until
recently have been conservative,with high interestrates.This iscountered by the use of state
facilitieswhich provide finance atvery low interestrates.Under PresidentDilma,a new
Reserve Bank head has recently been appointed,who has progressively reduced interestrates;



Dependence on the exportof primary com modities,and importof consumer goods,despite its
industrialpolicy;



Persistence of relatively high levelsof corruption;

8.9 Nevertheless the achievements of the lastdecade have been dramatic,particularly in terms of the
labour market,reduction of poverty and redistribution of income (see attached appendix).
Lessons from Brazil and Latin America
8.10 These achievements are important,because they show that,with the necessary politicalwill,and
strong leadership,a turnaround can be achieved,from an undesirable situation.Ittherefore contains
importantlessons forSouth Africa.
8.11 A more detailed study isrequired of the Brazilian experience,but some initiallessons include:



Decisive politicalleadership enabled the Brazilto navigate out of an emerging crisis,and use
the need forchange to charta new path.They were not blackmailed by pressure from the
conservative establishment,or problems in theirown ranks,to abandon theirprogramme of
socialtransformation.Instead they became more focused and decisive.



They put key people into strategic positions (Treasury,IndustrialDevelopment Bank- the
BN DES etc)to drive the policy shiftsthey wanted to implement.



They were not afraid to take on the markets where necessary,forexample through
implementing taxes on capitalflows,or introducing more effective regulation of worker
rights.



They were very practicalin theirapproach and avoided getting stuck atthe levelof political
rhetoric.They focused on interventions which were high-impactand transformative in
improving the materialrealitiesof the majority of people,particularly in relation to key
challenges of poverty and inequality.They launched simple high-profilecampaigns which
would have a concrete impact,and everybody could relate to,such as the 'zero hunger'
campaign.



They asserted a centralrole forthe state in the economy in terms of driving and financing
development.They reversed privatisation,drove a state-led industrialstrategy -with the
involvement of key state corporations in strategic sectors -and provided affordable finance on
a massive scale to promote industrialdevelopment,through the state bank.



They defied conventionaleconomic prescriptions,and instead advanced economic strategies
centred on redistribution of incomes and stimulating demand.This was deliberately linked to
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an industrialpolicy which promoted localprocurement and production and fed offgrowing
demand.Increased consumption was based on rising incomes,rather than credit.



This nationaleconomic strategy was linked to a broader economic development strategy in
LatinA merica which was aimed atasserting an independent development path.



They setout to deliberately formalise the labour market,and demonstrated thatincreased
worker rights,combating of atypicaland unregulated work,rising wages and improved
conditions of employment,are consistentwith large-scale job creation.They took on
employer lobbies who were opposed to such changes,but also put in place incentives for
employers to comply,as wellas acting firmly againstthose who violated legalprotections.



They put in place the measures required to build state capacity to drive these changes,e.g.
through strengthening theirlabour inspectorates,and massively increasing training in tertiary
institutions to ensure sufficientqualified people were available to staffkey state institutions.

8.12 These developments in Brazilare partof the resurgence of leftalternatives throughout the
continent,particularly over the lastdecade.Seven of the ten major LatinA merican countries6 now
have leftor centre-leftgovernments:Venezuela,Brazil,Argentina,Bolivia,Uruguay,Ecuador,and
Peru,in addition to progressive governments in CentralA merica.Increasingly thisbloc of progressive
states (despite some differences between them) ischaracterised by: a rapidly expanding state role in
the economy, with strategic ownership of key sectors;active promotion of socialownership,
particularly through a huge increase in co-operatives;pursuitof expansionary macroeconomic
approaches;and lastly,progressive interventions to transform the labour market,by formalising
employment,combating atypicalwork,raising wage levelsand promoting collective bargaining.In
the case of the more leftgovernments,such as Venezuela,Bolivia and Argentina,governments have
actively promoted popularparticipation,and the growing assertiveness of the working class and
peasantry.This has led to new forms of populardemocracy.
8.13 At a regionallevel,these countries have pursued strategies to build the continent’sindependence
from US domination,and are putting in place various regionalinstitutions to strengthen theirability to
achieve this.An innovative approach has emerged to advance continentaleconomic integration,using
the creation of a new regionalfinancialarchitecture,and by harnessing naturalresources as economic
leverage,and a springboard fordevelopment.
8.14 We now look atsome of the interventions which could be pursued in South Africa,during this
second phase of the transition,which could help us to create our own Lula Moment. This strategic
path isnot an option,but a necessity forthe working class,ifwe are to play our role as the leading
motive force,putting the N DR on track,and keeping itthere.

9. The second phase of the transition: Opportunity for a radical break?
9.1 Itisoften said thata crisisrepresentsboth a threatand an opportunity.At the internationallevel,
the financialcrisishas opened up a range of possibilities,particularly forthe globalSouth,to forge a
new path,and some countries are taking thatspace.
9.2 Similarly,our domestic crises could,ifapproached correctly,create an opportunity forus to break
with pastpractices,and approach things differently in the four identified areas:Organisationally,to
take radicalsteps to reassertthe values of sacrifice,selflessness,service to the people,democratic
6 Down from 8 after the left leaning Paraguayan president was recently removed by a right wing congress.
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participation,harnessing of peoples power etc,and acting decisively to combat conflictsof interestin
the movement. The A NC Organisational Renewal paper makes a callthatthe "Mangaung Centenary
Conference should strive to be a watershed by addressing some of the persistentchallenges thathave
plagued our movement since 1994".This willalso contribute to narrowing socialdistance between
leaders and the masses.
9.3 At the levelof the state,to take urgentmeasures in the short-term to arrestthe downward slide,
and implement strategies to systematically build an effective and capable developmentalstate,which
leads socialand economic transformation.
9.4 In terms of the triple challenge of poverty,inequality and unemployment,to develop and
implement a coherentsetof policy interventions,which in reality and not justatthe levelof rhetoric,
constitute a radicalshift,putting the creation of decentwork,and redistribution,atthe centre of
policy.Economically,thismeans a totalbreak with failed orthodox neoliberalpolicies.
9.5 Visible progress in these three areas willgo a long way to combat emerging alienation of our
people,and renew theirconfidence and involvement in driving the revolutionary project.But we need
to do farmore to engage our people,dynamically interactwith them in finding solutions to these
challenges,and communicate farmore effectively on thisradicalshift,ifthey are to appreciate what it
iswe are trying to achieve.
9.6 Interventions proposed atthe Mangaung Conference need to focus in particularon transformation
in the 3 key pillars we have identified -the movement, the state and the economy:
9.7 In relation to the ANC,delegates need to ask what interventions are required to ensure a
leadership which isuncompromised,and isprimarily driven by itsdesire to address the needs of the
people;an A NC which operates in a democraticand accountable manner,and takes responsibility for
transformation;and an Alliance which isable to shape the strategic direction of the movement and the
state.Failure to do thiswillmean thatthe organisation isconstantly held hostage by different
groupings who are using the movement as a vehicle forpersonalaccumulation.
9.8 At the levelof the democratic state,delegates need to spellout what needs to be done to take full
controlof the levers of governance;make the leadership and bureaucracy accountable to the
democraticmandate;and answerable fortheirperformance.Failure to do thiswillmean thatpowerful
centres in government and the state continue to drive agendas which are contrary to thatof the
movement;and leaders and bureaucratscontinue to abuse public resources with impunity.
9.9 At the levelof the economy,the Conference needs to spellout what could constitute the 'radical
economic shift'which would change the trajectory in terms of distribution of income, employment,
access to assetsetc.Itrequires a coherentpackage of economic policies to ensure thatmacroeconomic,industrial,labour market,and socialprotection policies,are driven by the same agenda.
This isunlike the currentsituation,where policies contradicteach other,and are held hostage by key
centres of economic power,particularly Treasury and the SA Reserve Bank (SARB),which needs a
new mandate.Itwould also require a strategic setof interventions to harness the power of the state to
redirectthe economy. Failure to do these things would mean thatwe continue to pay lip service to
economic shifts,while in reality the market,and power centres aligned to finance capital,or the new
elite,continue to drive the agenda.
9.10 The post-Polokwane power dynamics sum marised above help to explain why progressive
resolutions,or stated policy shifts,aren'tin themselves sufficientto change the trajectory of the
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country.Many progressive resolutions from the Polokwane Conference,the 2010 N G C, and the
Alliance Sum mits remain unimplemented either because they threaten vested interestswho continue
to dominate the policy agenda;or because theAlliance and theA NC don'thave controlover the
policy agenda in government;and the mechanisms and institutions haven’tbeen put in place to ensure
accountability to the democratic mandate.Any decisive advance depends on a radicalshiftin power
relations.This requires a focused leadership collective with the necessary politicalwill,challenging
entrenched interestsin the movement,state and capital.The outcome of Mangaung willindicate
whether thisison the agenda.
9.11 There isnow an Alliance agreement in principle thatwe need to make substantialpolitical
changes to the functioning of the movement and the state;and thata radicaleconomic shiftis
required.Further,conditions described above (an emerging multiple crisis)are putting huge pressure
on the progressive forces to put forward a platform which can unite the broad movement.The
internationalsituation has also created new policy space to promote progressive alternatives.So there
isobjectively a greaterbasisfortheAlliance to agree on a platform than there was in the past.
Elements of a National Agreement

12. Elements of such an agreement which should be considered include:
1. Measures to ensure representivity and integrity of the new leadership collective,atnational
provincialand locallevels,and to combat socialdistance.

2. Legislation to govern conflictsof interestin the state and the movement;policy to prevent
those convicted of certain types of offenses from holding certain leadership positions;and a
package of interventions to combat corruption.

3. A package of interventions to advance a radicaleconomic shift,including specific
commitments to align macro-economic policies,and allinstitutions of state,to the agenda of
promoting decentwork,agreed interventions to dramatically scale up the state'srole in
strategic sectors of the economy as proposed atthe 2010 N GC; a com mitment thatall
appointments to strategic positions willbe reviewed in line with the need to effectthese
changes in strategic ministries,including Treasury,the SARB and key SOEs and DFIs,and
thattheirmandates be changed accordingly.A renewed and more focused mandate should
also be given to the NationalPlanning Com mission and EDD to realign the national
development plan and the New Growth Path to reflectthisradicalshift.

4. Implementing proposalsto promote a more effective,co-ordinated developmentalstate,
including theAlliance-agreed proposalto implement a Councilof State,to ensure a more
streamlined and effective Cabinetstructure.

5. A coherentlabour market,wages and incomes policy,including a legislated national
minimum wage,linked to a minimum living level,and comprehensive collective bargaining;
and socialprotection measures,including a grantforthe unemployed.These policies should
be explicitly aimed atredistributing income, radically raising incomes of the working poor,
and reducing inequality.

6. Specialintervention programmes to address crisissituations,in public health and education,
and other identified areas of service delivery.
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7. A protocolon theAlliance and governance to ensure effective implementation ofA NC and
Alliance policies,and co-ordination with the work of government,and a regularco-ordinating
mechanism between the President,A NC, SACP and COSATU, to ensure a structured forum
forongoing inputinto issues of governance.

8. Alliance mechanisms to monitorand ensure implementation of identified strategicAlliance
decisions which seek to contribute to thisradicalshift,e.g.the proposalsfrom the N GC on
transformation of the mining sector and state ownership in key sectors of economy, and
various Polokwane and Manifesto undertakings on the economy, corruption and state
transformation,etc.
9.13 This should be a clearly spelled-out agreement,setting out a sequence of practicalcom mitments
to advance the identified areas within reasonable time frames.To countergrowing public scepticism
thatradical-sounding statements are merely hollow rhetoric,itwould be importantto embark on
concrete confidence-building steps,to re-establish the beliefamongstpeople,and the broader
movement,thata realchange isbeing advanced.Such concrete actions could be identified foreach of
the elements of the platform, in a way, which demonstrates thatwe are indeed embarking on a radical
shift,rather than a business as usualposture.
9.14 An area which needs specialemphasisisthe urgency of building capacity to implement policy.
Polokwane resolutions,the manifestos,State of the Nation Addresses,A NC Conferences,the N GC
and recentPolicy Conference allcontain many positive and progressive announcements on what will
be done,yetthe sorry track record of non-implementation has led to some disillusionment.We need to
take responsibility forour failure to implement,and take corrective measures.
Leadership
9.15 "Before we can even begin to think about (electing) individuals, workers should go back to lead
the ANC. Before emotions take their toll on all of us and before we get trapped into pro this and anti
that caucus, we must agree on the framework and criteria for electing leadership." Discussion paper
on the Leadership Challenge, 4th COSATU Central Committee 2007.
This statement remains as valid today as itwas then.
9.16 The COSATU SpecialCEC of October 2012 reaffirmed a framework of criteriawhich willguide
supportof any A NC orAlliance leadership.These criteriaforsupporting leadership were their:
a.Com mitment to a radicalN DR and thorough going transformation of society;
b.Proven commitment to theAlliance and asserting the hegemonic position of the working
class as a primary motive force;
c.Com mitment to the unity of theA NC, theAlliance and the democraticmovement;
d.Com mitment to make thisdecade truly a decade of workers and the poor,and galvanise the
progressive forces of the liberation movement and work with progressive elements of civil
society;
e.Have an antiimperialistand internationalistcharacter;
f.Have a struggle record and are politically experienced;
g.A record of good governance and a fightagainstcorruption.
9.17 The leadership document also proposes:
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•

The need formeasures to ensure greaterworking-class leadership inA NC structures,
given that “the working class has been displaced in the leading structures of theA NC”. It
proposes extending the gender quota,to ensure thatthe demographics and class composition
of the membership isalso broadly reflected in leadership structures;

•

The need formeasures to limitthe over representation of business people,bureaucrats
and government ministersin leadership structures.

•

The possibility of having a bloc of seatsallocated to COSATU top leadership to sitex officio
in the NEC, PEC etc;

•

The A NC leadership election process could be subjected to rigorous criteriato ensure
representivity,as iscurrently done with gender requirements.

9.18 Leaders have in the pastbeen pulled in many differentdirections by competing interests,and
factions,and as a resulthave been unable to actdecisively.How do we avoid thissituation recurring?
We need to ensure thatthe people mobilise pressure from below. The currentbalance of forces
suggeststhata mobilised working class has the bestopportunity in a long time to setconditions under
which the new leadership willbe given a clear mandate forchange.

10. Socio-economic Transformation
10.1 Delegates to the COSATU Congress in September thisyear agreed with the proposalfrom the
A NC Policy Conference thatwe need to engineer a second,more radical,phase of the N DR; and that
the core of thissecond phase must be a fundamental economic shift,to transform the structure of our
economy and address the triple crisisof poverty,unemployment and inequality.
10.2 The 2012 A NC Policy Conference agreed thata comprehensive strategy was needed to ensure
thata strong developmentalstate intervened decisively in the economy, to address the triple
challenges of unemployment,poverty and inequality7,and thata review of macro-economic policies
was required aimed atrealigning these policies to ensure development,employment and
redistribution,with other forms of “bold state intervention”,including:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Financialregulation and control,including through a state owned bank.
Progressive and redistributive taxation.
Wage and income policies thataddress poverty and inequality.
Land redistribution
Progressive competition policies aligned to our development objectives
Well-resourced state-led industrialand trade policies
State ownership,including more strategic use of existing state-owned companies,as wellas
strategic nationalisation,where appropriate.

10.3 A process of engagement on economic policies should be co-ordinated in the run-up to
Mangaung,involving A NC structures,the Leagues,and Alliance partners,to develop this
comprehensive strategy.
7 This reflects the thrust of the agreement in the Commissions on economic transformation. The formulations
published in the report of the policy conference did not capture this accurately in all respects.
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10.4 W hile there are some differences in emphasis,the thrustof the approach emerging from theA N C
Policy Conference,isbroadly similarto proposalsfrom COSATU’S 2012 Congress.Key economic
proposalscontained in the adopted Congress Declaration include:

•

A callfordecisive state intervention in strategic sectors of the economy, including through
strategic nationalisation and state ownership,and the use of a variety of macro-economic and
other levers atthe states disposal,which can be deployed to regulate and channelinvestment,
production,consumption and trade to deliberately drive industrialisation,sustainable
development,decentemployment creation,and regionaldevelopment,and to break historical
patterns of colonialexploitation and dependence.

•

The need to adopt measures to transform the apartheid wage structure and crafta new national
wage policy.Proposalsto advance thisinclude a nationalminimum wage,mandatory
centralised collective bargaining,and ensuring socialprotection forthe unemployed.The
nationalminimum wage would be linked to a minimum living level,as a basic wage floor
above which unions willnegotiate sectoralwage levels

•

The urgentneed to overhaul our macro-economic policy in line with the radicaleconomic
shiftwhich we allagree needs to happen.To thisend we com mitted to engaging with our
alliance partners in the run-up to theA N C Nationalconference,on the macro-economic
policy review.

•

The radicaleconomic shiftrequires thata new mandate needs to be given to the Treasury,all
state-owned enterprises and state development finance institutions and the SARB, which must
be nationalised.The NationalPlanning Com mission must be given a renewed mandate,to
realign the nationalplan,and aspectsof the New Growth Path,with the proposed radical
economic shiftand new macro-economic framework.

•

Urgent steps must be taken to reverse the currentinvestment strike and exportof South
African capital,including capitalcontrolsand measures aimed atprescribed investment
(channelling of retirement funds into productive investment)and penalising speculation.
Currently R1, 2 trillion liesidle in socialsurplus which employers are refusing to invest.

•

Comprehensive land reform and measures to ensure food security.

•

The urgentintroduction of comprehensive socialsecurity.

10.5 These resolutions flag the broad strategic direction which our organisations are proposing on
economic policy.The A NC Provinces have advanced more detailed proposalson a wide range of
issues relating to socio-economic transformation,in the run-up to the Policy Conference.Here too
there are significantareas of convergence with the detailed resolutions put to the C OSATU Congress.

Key economic proposals of the ANC Provinces and Leagues8

8 This is not comprehensive, but extracts some key proposals from submissions of Leagues and Provinces,
which run to several hundred pages. A few examples are given of specific proposals from Provinces, but many
of the proposals are shared by a number, and in some cases all, Provinces.
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There isagreement thatwe need structuraleconomic transformation,ifwe are to address the triple
challenge.The question of transformation,control& ownership of the economy isatthe core of the
N DR. Key elements of thistransformation,advanced by theA NC Provinces and Leagues,which,
together with some of our suggestions,and consolidation of progressive resolutions from
Polokwane on economic policy,COSATU believes need to find theirway into the finalpolicy
decisions adopted atMangaung,include:
1. A strong developmental state, capable of intervening strategically in the economy.We need a
state-led,not a marketdriven economy, with state intervention in the com manding heights of the
economy (ANC Gauteng & KZN). Further,theA N C YL argues,we need a state thatwillintervene
decisively in the economy in favour of the working class and itspopularallies.The Freedom
Chartershould remain the centrepiece informing economic transformation in South Africa (ANC
Northwest).
2.On state ownership,there isbroad supportamongstallprovinces forgreaterstate ownership in
strategic sectors of the economy. In addition to leveraging existing state ownership more effectively,
and transforming SOEs, there iswide supportforthe creation of state owned corporations in
banking and finance,construction,and steel.Further,COSATU supportsthe Policy Conference call
fornationalisation in strategic sectors of the economy, including those identified by the 2010 N GC,
as wellas renationalisation of key entities such as Sasol,and Arcelor Mittal.
3.On macroeconomic policy,there isagreement thatwe need fiscaland monetary policies to be
realigned to promote development,the creation of decentwork,etc.Elements of an approach are
contained in the Provinces’submissions,but more engagement isneeded to flesh out what this
realignment involves. No development strategy can succeed withoutappropriate macroeconomic
tools(ANC Limpopo).This includes the need fora refocusing and broadening of the mandate of
the SARB and the need forgreateraccountability by the Bank; the need formonetary policy to be
more flexible,in order to promote development (ANC N Cape);the need foraffordable interest
rates,to promote productive investment,and state measures to provide affordable finance,including
preferentialinterestrates offered by DFIs;the need for capitalcontrolsto be introduced,including
taxes on shortterm speculative capitalflows; greaterregulation of the financialsector;a more
progressive fiscalframework aligned to our developmentalobjectives,with a proper resourcing of
employment promotion policies,in particularour industrialstrategy;and to ensure thatthe tax
regime ismore progressive and redistributive,including the need forcompanies to pay theirfair
share.Further discussion isneeded on how our macro-economic stance stimulates economic
activity and promotes employment.
4.On industrial strategy, there isgeneralagreement thatinadequate resources are being applied to
thisflagship programme and thatitneeds to be properly resourced (ANC E Cape).This strategy is
key in transforming the structure of our economy -breaking our reliance on exportof com modities;
promoting domestic manufacturing;development of a capitalgoods sector;and implementation of a
comprehensive beneficiation strategy.This industrialstrategy should promote a greaterlabour
intensity of the economy. The dtishould assistin identifying imported goods which could be
targeted forimportsubstitution by manufacturing locally (ANC N West).State procurement must
systematically promote localmanufacturing and services.Additionalspecific callsare foraction
againstmonopolies,and an end to importparity pricing9,to controlthe price of key inputs to the
9 A system whereby SA producers charge a price for commodities based on what it would cost to import the
goods from a foreign country.
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economy. Further,foran overhaulof BEE policy,and decisive action to eradicate BEE fronting.
Socialforms of ownership should be promoted,particularly co-operatives development.
5.On the minerals sector, there isin generalagreement thatstate intervention and ownership is
necessary in various forms ifthiskey strategic sector of our economy isto be transformed.The
debate ison the nature and extentof state ownership.All structures agree thatthere needs to be far
more decisive use of state ownership of mineral rights,both in terms of conditions attached to those
rights,deployment of those rightsas partof a coherentindustrialstrategy,as wellas capturing by
the state of a farmore substantialpartof the socialsurplus (through resource rents)created through
these nationalassets.Greaterstate controlalso extends to controlover marketing and selling of
strategic mineralssuch as platinum (ANC KZN).
There isagreement thatour mineralsneed to be harnessed fordevelopment and employment,both
nationally and in mining communities.Strategic exploitation of mineralresources needs to be a key
driver of our industrialstrategy.Decisive state intervention isneeded to ensure the maximum
beneficiation of these resources,and to promote industrialisation,both through downstream and
upstream linkages (upstream, e.g.the provision of machinery to the mining sector;and downstream
the manufacturing or beneficiation of minerals).Detailed proposalson various mechanisms forstate
controlhave been made by Provinces such as N Cape,KZ N, Gauteng,and theA N C YL.
There isalso agreement on the need forthe state to develop the state owned mining company as a
serious player in the mineralssector.None of thiswillhappen withoutmajor state intervention.On
nationalisation,the majority ofA NC structures agree thatstrategic nationalisation isnecessary at
leastin some partsof some partsof the mining sector,but there are differences of emphasison the
degree of nationalisation which isnecessary,and the model to be used.There appears also to be
agreement thatnationalisation of mines should not be used to bailout indebted mines which are not
profitable (ANC Gauteng).
6.On the role of State Owned Enterprises (SOEs) and Development Finance Institutions
(DFIs), there are a range of proposalsto increase theirstrategic role and effective state deployment
of thiscapacity to intervene in the economy.Through an overarching SOE and DFI policy,the state
should setclearly defined mandates & objectives forallstate entities,and ensure proper oversight
and co-ordination.They should be strengthened to play a key role in identified strategic sectors.
SOEs and DFIs should play a key role as vehicles to revitalise economic centres in urban and rural
areas.Workers should be empowered in management and decision making processes within SOEs.
7.On tendering and procurement, there isagreement thatthere needs to be a strategy to abolish
the tender system in itscurrentform, and review the system of procurement,to reduce overreliance
on the private sectorand eliminate corruption and mismanagement from the system. The state
should avoid renting buildings and infrastructure.
8.On infrastructure, itisagreed thatinfrastructure development should be harnessed to promote
production of localgoods and services,through drive forlocalcontent;thatitmust not be skewed
towards monopoly capital,but must address socialbacklogs and promote new industrial
development (ANC Mpumalanga);and ensure maximum leverage forjob creation.
9.On labour market transformation, a more comprehensive inputisneeded atMangaung,
particularly on the need to abolish the apartheid wage structure (see COSATU resolution above),
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and to give meaning to the conceptof decentwork,in the contextof the currentchallenges of
poverty wages and massive inequalities.C OSATU has advanced a clearsetof proposalson national
minimum wages,a co-ordinated collective bargaining strategy to reduce wage gaps,and
comprehensive socialprotection.In addition theA NC provinces have placed importantquestions
on the agenda including the need to actagainstabuse of migrantworkers by employers,with
sectors employing migrants being tightly monitored and regulated;the need formore effective
policing of labour laws on the farms; and betteralignment between skillsdevelopment strategy,and
our industrialstrategy.
10.Extensive proposalsare made by the Provinces and Youth League on youth development,
which we are not able to reproduce here.But the Policy Conference resolution on Economic
Transformation contains a subsection on youth employment which proposed thaturgentmeasures
are introduced to address youth unemployment.The Conference proposes various measures to bring
youth into the workplace “while stillprotecting the jobs and conditions of existing workers.”W hile
COSATU supportsthe need forurgentaction on youth employment,and in principle supports
initiatives such as the work-seekers grant,and measures to promote training,we remain convinced
thatthe wage subsidy isthe wrong instrument to use,and had supporton thismatterof the majority
of provinces and theYouth League,atthe policy conference. We supportthe idea of a national
accord on youth employment,but thisshould be based on a strategic agreement between the
Alliance partners.We believe thatsufficientbasisexistsfora jointplatform between COSATU’s
proposalsin our Growth Path for Full Employment, and proposalsby theA NC Provinces and Youth
League on thismatter.
11.On economic empowerment of women, provinces focus on a number of interventions,including
those which willaddress the plightof the most vulnerable women workers,with a focus on decent
work in sectors they occupy; the extension of socialprotection;and actions to protectwo men in the
most vulnerable sectors,such as domestic and agriculturalwork (ANC KZN).
12.On rural and regional development in South Africa, provinces have proposed various
mechanisms to address regionalunderdevelopment.These include the need fora development fund,
and an equalisation fund,to redress inequalities,and a more equitable fiscalframework.Spatial
planning should consciously counterthese disparities,and focus on underdeveloped and rural
regions. A focused financing agency isproposed forruraldevelopment (ANC W Cape) and a rural
co-operatives bank.
The industrialisation strategy should include a specialfocus on ruralareas,which in addition to the
infrastructure rolloutprogramme, catersforappropriate development of ruralindustry,and light
manufacturing,as wellas beneficiation of raw materials,and agro-processing.Targeted incentives
should be used to promote development of ruraland underdeveloped areas.Proposalsfor land
reform include recognition of land in the constitution as a socio-economic right,massive speeding
up of land redistribution, replacement of the willing-buyer-willing-sellermodel,passing and
implementation of an Expropriation Act,agrarian reform aimed atensuring increased food
production and food security,and restructuring of the land tenure system.
13.On Southern Africa, Africa and Brics, itisagreed thatthere should be a broad-based
industrialisation strategy forAfrica,as partof a new developmentalagenda.The government and
SOEs should take the lead in thisAfrican development strategy. We should shiftfocus to greater
trade inAfrica,and with the Eastand LatinA merica (ANC E Cape). On Brics,we should
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maximise the leverage which our membership of Brics offers,and supportthe plan fora Brics
Development Bank, and alternative currency.
10.6 These key proposalson economic policy from theA N C Policy Conference,the COSATU
Congress,and submissions from theA NC Provinces and the Leagues,form a solid basisfora policy
platform to give effectto the radicaleconomic policy shiftenvisaged in thissecond phase of the
transition.We encourage the delegates to Mangaung to give effectto thisshiftatthiscriticalpointin
our revolutionary transformation.
10.7 Organised workers in thiscountry again want to wish alldelegates and leaders of theA NC the
insight,energy and revolutionary determination to succeed in thisepic task!
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Appendix 1: Extracts COSATU 11th National Congress Declaration
We are meeting ata time of a globaleconomic crisis,and massive domestic challenges.On the one
hand thiscrisisworsens our triple crisisof poverty unemployment and inequality.On the other,space
has now opened up forcountries to pursue radicaleconomic alternatives.The mo ment to actisnow!
After18 years of freedom the patience of our people isrunning out!
Workers are demanding thatthe People ShallShare in the Country`sWealth.Our people are speaking
through theirstructures,and demonstrating theirlack of patience through wildcatstrikes and service
delivery protests.Our members are sending us a clearmessage:

•

They are demanding an end to starvation wages thatin the main affectsthe black working
class.They are demanding thatthe unions should spare no effortsto fightagainstthese
poverty wages and near slavery working conditions in most of the sectors of the economy.

•

They are telling us thatthey have had enough of the unfulfilled promise to implement the
Freedom Charter.They demand a radicalchange in theirsocio-economic conditions,and the
creation of a powerfuldevelopmentalstate,which intervenes decisively in strategic sectors of
the economy.This requires a radicalshiftin economic policy,and a fullimplementation of the
Freedom Charter!They are communicating a strong message thatpoliticalfreedom may soon
be meaningless withouteconomic freedom.

•

They are calling forthe abolition of the apartheid wage structure,the creation of strong
collective bargaining institutions in allsectors of the economy, and comprehensive social
protection forthe unemployed!

•

They are calling fordecisive action to end abusive practices particularly labour broking,and
casualization,and the super-exploitation of vulnerable workers!

•

They are calling forthe creation of decentliving conditions where they live,ruraland urban;
they want urgentsteps to address the crisisfacing the public health system, and forus to work
to address the education crisis,in particularthe dysfunctionality of most of the working class
schools;they want affordable,accessible and efficienttransportso thatthey do not continue
to be the main victims of the ongoing road carnage;they want provision of houses close to
where they and in a manner thatends the apartheid spatialdevelopment.

•

They are demanding powerfulworker-controlled unions in allsectors!They want theirunions
to in the main focus on a battleto improve theirwages,improve conditions of employment
and defend theirjobs.

•

They demand responsive and accountable localgovernment.They demand councillors and
government officialsthatare selflessly dedicated to improve theirconditions by embarking on
a series of jointcampaigns aimed atturning theirsituation around.

•

They have had enough of corruption which isan eliteprogramme to stealfrom the poor.They
do not take kindly to the obscene displays of public consumption by the elite,a message that
says we don`tcare about your crisisof poverty -we have arrived.

Workers whether in farflung ruralareas,or urban slums,say thatthey are no longer prepared to
tolerate poverty wages:
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•

Mineworkers,who produce our wealth in the belly of the earth,are earning a tiny fraction of
the surplus they produce.

•

Farm workers who produce our food work under near slave conditions.

•

Retailand commercialworkers,many casualised wo men withoutbasic benefitsbarely make
enough to pay fortheirtransport.

•

Security workers who protectus,and transportworkers who take us to work,work
unbelievably long hours fora pittance.

•

Our nurses,teachers and police are not being fairly paid forthe valuable services they
provide.

The majority of these workers,together with workers in the clothing factories,the foundries,and
countless plantsaround the country work long hours and face dangerous conditions forpoverty
wages.Over halfof South Africa`s workers work forless than R3000 a month!
We know thatwe cannot afford to fightsilly battles againstone another when the house ison fire.We
have agreed thata radicalagenda of socio-economic transformation must be the core element of the
second phase of our democratictransition!We callthisour Lula moment to speak to a successful
transformation thathas changed the lives of millions of workers and peasantsin Brazil.
Congress assertsthatitisonly through strong worker-controlled organisations and unity thatworkers
can make gains,defend these gains and sustain them over time.We willtherefore embark on a
concerted organisationaldrive to consolidate,build and furtherdemocratise our organisations;extend
our organisations to areas where workers are currently unorganised;and to actdecisively to combat
practices,or conditions,which lead to worker disunity or fragmentation of our organisations.
The COSATU Congress therefore called on us to go back to basics,focus effectively on workplace
issues,organisation and recruitment,deliver service to our members,and implement our 2015 Plan! It
isonly through building powerful,unified organisation thatworkers willhave an effective engine to
drive the changes we want to see atthe workplace,in the economy, and ata politicallevel.
In relation to the current crisis in the mining industry,and the situation post-Marikana,the Congress
observes thatorganisationally,the history of workers struggles in South Africa shows:

•

Wild catstrikes and undirected outburstsof workers grievances,while they can achieve
significantgains in the shortterm, willin the longer term leave workers isolated,vulnerable
and exposed to worker-bashing tactics by employers,ifthismilitancy isnot transformed into
sustainable organisation,both ata company and industry level.There isno short-cutoutside
of the building of strong worker-controlled unions.

•

COSATU isthe Federation of choice,and the home forthe vastmajority of organised workers
in thiscountry.Therefore,workers who build theirorganisation within the Federation
multiply theirpower,and can draw on the solidarity of millions of fellow members.Equally
those who choose to move outside the organisation,weaken themselves immeasurably.

•

We need to expose and combat the deliberate ploys by employers to promote splinterunions,
provoke unprotected strikes,and undermine centralised bargaining,as ways of smashing
worker organisation.

Business and theiropportunistpoliticalbedfellows want to play the old strategy of divide-and-rule,so
thatthey can reverse the workers`victories and resume and intensify theirsuper-exploitation of the
workers and amass even bigger profits.
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We reiterate the callthatthere must be an Independent Com mission of Inquiry into the mining
industry,to look atmeasures to transform the sector;and thatC OSATU willfully supporta fighting
programme fora more equitable distribution of the surplus to mine workers,in line with our
campaign forwage equity throughout the economy.
The programme of action willbe based on the following pillars:
AB OLISH THE APARTHEID W A GE STRUCTURE: FOR W AR D TO A LIVING W A GE!
Too many workers and theirfamilies are living in poverty.Itistotally unacceptable thathalfof all
employed workers earn R3000 a month or less,meaning thatthe majority of South African workers
can`tafford the basic necessitiesof life.Combating low wages isatthe heartof addressing poverty
and inequality.
Congress agrees on the following urgentmeasures to abolish the apartheid wage structure,and put a
more equitable structure in place.As a matterof extreme urgency,we willtake the following steps:

1. Calla National Bargaining, Campaigns and Organising Conference to consider proposals
to transform the apartheid wage structure,and crafta new nationalwage policy.These
proposalsinclude a NationalMinimum Wage,mandatory centralised collective bargaining,as
wellas ensuring socialprotection forthe unemployed.The nationalminimum wage,if
adopted,would be linked to a minimum living level,as a basic wage floor above which
affiliates willnegotiate sectoralwage levels

2. All COSATU affiliates willurgently review wages and collective bargaining strategies in
theirsectors,and develop demands to take forward thisprogramme of transforming our wage
structure.This willinclude innovative bargaining strategies which move away from an overreliance on across-the-board percentage increases,as wellas challenging entrenched
discriminatory grading systems.

3. We willconvene urgentmeetings with government and theA NC, atthe highestlevel,to
discuss the development of a new wage policy forthe country,which willbe aimed at
deliberately and systematically transforming the currentapartheid wage structure.
Congress expressed itsdetermination to protectthe integrity of collective bargaining,and to resistall
attempts by employers to undermine it.Congress reaffirmed the strike weapon as the primary toolof
exercising power thatworkers have attheirdisposal.Itwas agreed thatwe need to step up our
solidarity in strikes,thatwe should campaign foramendments to the GatheringsAct,and thatwe
should investigate the establishment of workable strike funds,within the framework of a Federationwide policy.
RA DICAL SOCIO-ECON O MIC TRANSFOR M ATION: THE PEOPLE SHALL SHARE IN THE
CO U NTRY`S W E ALTH!
We agree with ourAlliance partners thatthe core of this second radical phase of the transition of
our NDR must be a fundamental economic shift,to transform the structure of our economy, and
address the triple crisisof poverty,unemployment and inequality.
W hile we have made importantadvances in the areas of democracy,human rightsand socialbenefits,
forwhich we give fullcreditto the effortsof ourAlliance,and theA NC government,socioeconomically,workers`lives have not been transformed.As a resultof the structuralfault-lines of the
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economy we inherited from colonialism and apartheid,the disastrous neoliberalpolicies of the 1996
class project,and the worldwide crisisof capitalism, working people face mass unemployment,
widespread poverty and widening inequality.
The shocking levelsof unemployment,poverty and inequality lieatthe heartof the increasingly
violentprotestswe are seeing in both workplaces and com munities.Itiscreating what untilrecently
we have called `ticking `bombs.In the contextof the events in the mining industry,and the growing
service delivery protests,we now must talk of `exploding` bombs.
We have clearly not come close to achieving the demands in the Freedom Charterthat:

•

The people shall share in the country`s wealth;

•

The national wealth of our country, the heritage of South Africans, shall be restored to the
people;

•

The mineral wealth beneath the soil, the banks and monopoly industry shall be transferred to
the ownership of the people as a whole;

•

All other industry and trade shall be controlled to assist the wellbeing of the people."

This Congress therefore resolves to embark on a programme of action to drive the radicaleconomic
shiftin line with the demands of the Freedom Charter.Key demands include:

•

The callfor decisive state intervention in strategic sectors of the economy,including
through strategic nationalisation and state ownership,and the use of a variety of macroeconomic and other levers atthe states disposal,which can be deployed to regulate and
channelinvestment,production,consumption and trade to deliberately drive industrialisation,
sustainable development,decentemployment creation,and regionaldevelopment,and to
break historicalpatterns of colonialexploitation and dependence.

•

The urgentneed to radically overhaulour macro-economic policy in line with the radical
economic shiftwhich we allagree needs to happen.To thisend we willengage with our
alliance partners in the run-up to theA N C Mangaung conference,on the macro-economic
policy review.

•

The radicaleconomic shiftrequires thatinstitutionally,the Treasury,which constitutes the
biggestobstacle to the government`s economic programme, needs to be urgently realigned;a
new mandate needs to be given to the Reserve Bank, which must be nationalised;and the
NationalPlanning Com mission must be given a renewed mandate,to realign the national
plan,in line with the proposed radicaleconomic shift.Aspectsof the New Growth Path also
need to be realigned in line with the proposed new macro-economic framework.All state
owned enterprises and state development finance institutions need to be given a new mandate.

•

Urgent steps must be taken to reverse the current investment strike and export of South
African capital. There iscurrently R1, 2 trillion lying idle in socialsurplus which employers
are refusing to invest.These measures need to include capitalcontrolsand measures aimed at
prescribed investment,and penalising speculation.

•

The urgentintroduction of comprehensive socialsecurity.

The COSATU Congress resolved to lodge a Section 77 notice around demands fora radicaleconomic
policy shiftincluding:

1. On the role of Treasury,monetary policy and the Reserve Bank;
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2. State intervention in strategic sectors including through nationalisation;
3. Measures to ensure beneficiation,such as taxes of mineralexports;
4. Channelling of retirement funds into productive investment;
5. Comprehensive land reform, and measures to ensure food security;and
6. The more effective deployment of allstate levers to advance industrialisation and the creation
of decent work on a large scale.
The CEC willelaborate the Section 77 notice based on these demands and other socio-economic
demands which have been raised by Congress.
At the same time,Congress was encouraged by certain new directions in government policy,
including some steps towards a coherentbeneficiation strategy,localprocurement,an infrastructure
programme aligned to an industrialisation and development strategy,IPAP,and the beginnings of a
new approach to regionaldevelopment.
However much more urgency isrequired.In addition Congress isconvinced thatthese initiatives will
only have theirfullimpactin the contextof an appropriate macro-economic strategy,through which
the state isable to maximise the developmentalimpactof itsinterventions on the economy. In
addition,certain amendments need to be made to legislation aimed atcurtailing monopoly capital,to
strengthen and broaden the power of competition authorities.
In terms of workers collective savings we pledged to work towards:

•

The consolidation of retirement funds and the creation of a centralretirement fund investment
vehicle in the private sector,along the lines of the PIC, aimed atdirecting savings of workers
into productive investment,and development.

•

The establishment of a Workers Bank.

Congress called fora coherentregionalstrategy to promoteAfrican economic development and
industrialisation and the development of theAfrican market.We further callforthe involvement of
African trade unions in continentaldevelopment processes.
CREATING O UR O W N LULA M O M E NT: DRIVING THE SECON D PHASE OF O UR
TRANSITION!
The Lula mo ment startsnow! Congress agrees thatwe need to drive a programme of action together
with our allies,which willengineer the transformation we desire.The Congress endorses the proposal
fora nationalagreement contained in the Secretariat political report (see section 9 above),as a
basisforengagement with our allies,to be further elaborated by the CEC. This willbe our key input
into the second phase of the transition,and our contribution to our `Lula mo ment`.
The second phase of the transition requires that

•

The programme of the movement isclearly biased towards the working class,and isbased on
an agreed platform which isimplemented by government

•

We deliberately build an activistinterventioniststate

•

The A NC-ledAlliance constitutes the strategic centre of power

The PoliticalReport,together with affiliate proposed resolutions,proposed a series of interventions
which need to be advanced by the Federation,together with ourAllies,including effectively
transforming the state,dealing with challenges of corruption and non-delivery,ensuring representative
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and accountable leadership in the movement,swelling the ranks,building politicalunity inside and
outside COSATU, building the mass democratic movement,and developing theAlliance as the
engine of transformation.
In addition,a specific matterwhich Congress said must be addressed isthe abolition of the Provinces.
The CEC must look athow to bestelaborate these proposalsand take them forward.
W hile the country isfacing serious challenges,we must not sink into despairand feelthatthere is
nothing we can do.Developments in Braziland other LatinA merican countries have shown in
practice thatpolicies to reduce poverty,create employment and speed up economic growth can startto
turn the tide.They have confounded the prophetsof doom who say there isno alternative to the
neoliberal,free-marketsystem of capitalism which isbased on the super-exploitation of workers and
liesatthe heartof our crisisof unemployment,poverty and inequality.Of course the policies
implemented in Braziland other LatinA merican countries cannot be implemented mechanically in
South Africa but they give us hope thatthere isan alternative.
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Appendix 2 Transforming people’s lives in Brazil: how this was achieved
More pay and more jobs: How Brazil got both10. From 61.4 million people in 2003, the number
living in poverty dropped to 41.5 million in 2008 (a decline from 34.3 per centto 21.9 per centof the
totalpopulation).The recovery in the purchasing power of the minimum wage has been crucial here.
It really gained momentum from 2005 on, when the federal government made an explicit commitment
to promoting it. Between 2003 and 2008, the minimum wage rose faster than inflation, providing
workers at the base of the income pyramid with significant real gains (38.3 per cent). There has also
been an important,though smaller,increase in the realmedian wage.Itspurchasing power rose by
23.5 per cent.[Note: the real increase in the minimum wage since 2003 is now over 80 %]
The proportion of formal employment in the whole economically active population (including the
unemployed) aged 15 and above increased from 36.1 per centin 2004 to 40.9 per centin 2008.There
was an especially significantincrease in the formalization of jobs foryouth.This isimportant,as
formalization brings workers within the effective scope of labour law and socialsecurity provisions.
Recent Brazilian experience contradicts the assumption that a minimum wage will lead to net job
losses and inflationary pressures. One of Brazil’sgreatestsuccesses since 2003 has been the creation
of 15.3 million formal jobs,which has led to growing formalization of the country’s labour
force. Indeed, during the 2000s, formal job creation outpaced informal job growth by a three-toone ratio.The unemployment rate when Lula took office in 2002 was 12,6%. By December 2011 it
had been reduced to 4.7% 11.[Note: formal employment since 2003 has now increased by 17 million
mobs]
The role of trade unions Although ithas seven recognized trade union centres and more than 1,600
unions,the Brazilian labour movement has been demonstrating greaterunity in action in recentyears.
Even during the crisisof 2008–09,a large proportion of occupationalcategories bargained up the
purchasing power of theirwages.The negotiating climate has changed significantly since 2003.
Rights are no longer being bargained away in exchange for the maintenance of employment.
Recently,with the relaunch of the developm ent agenda, increasingly the trade union
m ove ment’s focus has shifted from simply defending jobs to w inning back lost rights and
broadening out itsdemands.A mong the main issues around w hich the unions and the trade union
centres are currently mobilizing are:i)reducing weekly working hours to 40; ii)regulation of
subcontracting;iii)the minimum wage revaluation policy12;and iv)defending a development model
that distributes income.

This is based on the paper by Paulo Baltar et al., Moving towards Decent Work.
Labour in the Lula
government: Reflections on recent Brazilian experience, GLU Working Paper No. 9, 2010

10

11 en.wikipedia.org It has subsequently increased slightly in 2012, with the economic downturn.

12 The policy according to which the minimum wage is increased at a level above inflation every year. Currently
the increase is calculated as, inflation plus the combined GDP growth of the 2 previous years
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I LO and G20 policy brief on Brazil, September 2011: During the 2000'sGini coefficientmeasure
of inequality was reduced from 0.58 to 0.54.Two-thirds of the fall in inequality is attributed to
increases in wages, of which one- third stems from earnings equivalent to the minimum wage
(between 2003 and 2010, the real value of the minimum wage increased by 81 per cent). The
remaining distributional gains stem from the socialsafety net, in particular the ruralpension,
which provides benefits equal to the minimum wage to 8.4 million rural workers; the Continued
BenefitProvision,which provides social assistance pensions equal to the minimum wage to 3.5
million elderly poor and disabled; and the flagship Bolsa Família conditionalcash transfer
programme, which provides modestbenefits to a quarter of the population, at the low cost of
0.4 per cent of G D P.
The increase in incomes of the poor and middle classes has fuelled domestic demand.Because
Brazilretains an important manufacturing base, the growth in consumer demand has benefited the
economy and spurred job creation, particularly in manufacturing and distribution as wellas
among large retailers, where jobs are predominantly formal.
Changes to labour inspection methods in Brazilhave improved labour law compliance while
contributing to increased formality.
The recenteconomic crisis did not halt the trend towards a greatershare of formal employment in
Brazil’s labour force. W hen the international economic crisis hit the country in 2008, G DP
contracted by 4.4 percentage points and G DP declined by 0.6 per cent in 2009.Yetin 2009,the
country was able to generate 1.7 million formal jobs, an increase of 4.5 per centover 2008.The
strong labour marketperformance was due in large part to the Government’s effective response
to the economic crisis.
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